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On 2/6/85 the plant was at 100 percant power during normal operation. Tech-
nicians were performing the Core Spray Logic Test. Drywell high pressure and
reactor low water level was being simulated on the Core Spray B subsystem. At
approximately 1104 EST the backup generator lockout relay 86/GB energized,

causing a turbine generator trip and subsequent reactor scram. The cause of
this event is attributed to corrosion on the contacts of a General Electric CR
2940 control switch. The control switch is part of a circuit usea t.o block the
Core Spray Trip Logic during testing.

The switch was replaced, and the core spray system tested satisfactorily.
This event is believed to be an isolated incident, however, the coatset
resistance and voltage measurements are being performed on General Electric CR
2940 control switches used in similar applications.

There have been no similar incidents reported to the Commission. Since all
systems performed their intended function to trip the turbine and SCRAM the
reactor, there was no consequence or potential consequence to the health and
safety of the public.
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On 2/6/85 the plant was at 100 percent power during normal operation. Tech-
nicians were performing Core Spray Subsystem "A/B" Logic Test. Drywellhigh
pressure and Reactor Low water level was being simulated on the Core Spray *B"
subsystem. At approximately 1104 EST the backup Generator Lockout Relay 86/tB
energized causing a turbine trip and subsequent reactor scram. The cause of
this event is attributed to corrosion on the contacts of General Electric CR
2940 control switch.

A set of normally closed contacts on the switch are an inactive part of a
circuit used to energize the Core Spray Trip Logic Blocking Relay K248. The NC
contacts of the switch and the K248 relay are only energized during testing of
the Core Spray System. Initially, the K248 relay picked up as intended. The
pickup voltage of the relay is 72 volts dc and the drop out voltage is 45 volts
dc. Energization of the Core Spray trip logic blocking circuit heated the con-
tacts of the CR 2940 control switch, causing the contact resistance to increase
to about 4K ohm. The voltage across the K248 relay decreased to approximately 42
volts, causing the relay to drop out, and allowed the simulated high drywell
pressure and reactor low water level to trip the turbine.

The switch was replaced, and the core spray system tested satisfactorily.
This event is believed to be an isolated incident, however, the contact
resistance and voltage measurements are being performed on General Electric
CR 2940 control switches used in similar applications. A post trip review was
conducted prior to plant restart.

There have been no similar incidents reported to the Commission. Since all
systems performed their intended function to trip the turbine and SCRAM the
reactor, there was no consequence or potential consequence to the health and
safety cf the public.
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VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION
P. O. BOX 157

GOVERNOR IIUh"r ROAD
VERNON, VERMONT 05354

March 8,1985

VYV85-145

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document No. 50-271
Washington, D.C. 20555

REFERENCE: Operating License DPR-28
Docket No. 50-271
Reportable Occurrence No. LER 85-04

Dear Sirs:

As defined by 10CFR50.73, we are reporting the attached Reportable
Occurrence as LER 85-04.

Very truly yours,

VERMONT YAtEEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION

James P. Pelletier
Plant Manager

RDP/jbb

cc: Regional Administrator
USNRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Region I
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406
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